Inspire Readers, Writers, and Lifelong Learners

HMH Into Reading® and ¡Arriba la Lectura!™ are research-based and evidence-informed programs that help teachers deliver innovative learning experiences built on the foundations of best teaching practices and educational research. This comprehensive program gives educators access to rich content and standards-based instruction, assessments with actionable data insights, differentiated instruction, and professional learning—all connected on the HMH Ed™ learning platform. With these tools and professional services all within one seamless experience, HMH® can help teachers and students not only reach their instructional goals but exceed them.

ALL GREEN RATING ON EDREPORTS.ORG

HMH Into Reading has been rated by EdReports as Meets Expectations of alignment and usability. The educator-led review identifies high-quality instructional materials that have an impact on learning. Read the full review at EdReports.org.

EXPLICIT, SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTION ALIGNED TO STANDARDS

- Foundational skills instruction aligns to the latest professional learning recommendations that support the science of how children best learn to read
- Knowledge Network framework builds wide and deep knowledge systematically over time
- Materials for striving readers and writers, multilingual learners, and advanced learners
- Equitable Spanish Language Arts program, HMH ¡Arriba la Lectura!

ASSESSMENTS AND ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

- Embedded formative assessments
- Reports to inform instructional decisions, planning, and grouping
- Ongoing progress monitoring

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION

- Daily options to reinforce, extend, or intervene presented in the Teacher’s Guide
- Editable Weekly Plans include information from Teacher’s Guide “Week at a Glance,” information about priority instruction, and options for differentiation in small groups
- Tabletop Minilessons to scaffold students’ understanding of a skill as they apply it to grade-level text
- Targeted instruction for multilingual learners to support them at their identified language proficiency level
- Optional resources for supplemental practice and instruction

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

- Implementation support includes Getting Started for every teacher
- Teacher Success Pathways deliver the tools for success in the first 30 days (and beyond)
- Teacher’s Corner® features curated, on-demand content and support throughout the year
- Team coaching tailored to your learning needs

PROGRAM COMPONENTS*

**Many components are available in both print and digital formats. Contact your HMH Account Executive for the most current list of available components. Program components are subject to change.

Student Resources
- myBook
- Online Student Management
- Online Texts
- Writer’s Notebook
- Know It Show It Practice Book
- Read and Respond Journal

Student Classroom Resources
- Rigby® Readers and Cards
- Read Aloud Books and Texts
- Big Books (K–2)
- Little Big Books (K)
- Tabletop Toolkit Minilessons: Reading
- Tabletop Toolkit Minilessons: English Language Development
- Start Right Readers (K–2)
- Instructional Card Kits

Teacher Resources
- Teacher’s Guide
- Structured Literacy Teacher’s Guide (K–2)
- Teaching Pal (1–6)
- Writing Workshop Guide (1–6)
- Book Stix (K–2)
- Guiding Principles and Strategies
- Dual-Language Implementation Guide
- Take & Teach Reader Lessons
- Foundational Skills and Word Study Studio
- Coaching Cards
- Online Interactive Teacher Resources

Assessment
- Formative Assessment
- Summative Assessment
- Performance-Based Assessments

Professional Learning
- Guided Implementation Support
- Coaching Membership & Courses
- Leader Support

Available in Spanish

Integrated Insights with NWEA® MAP® Growth™

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt | hmhco.com/IntoReading

** For specific, approved local initiatives
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